JUNE

ACROSS

1  Astringent
5  Baseball plates
10  To be ahead in a race by one circuit
13  Information
14  Extreme
15  Summer month
16  Tinter
17  Large stacks of paper
18  Continent
19  Long stick used in pool to hit the ball
21  America’s pastime
23  Furthest back
26  Jack of clubs in loo played with 5-card hands
28  Prods
29  Spade (2 wds.)
32  Brief autobiographical sketch
33  Opera solo
34  Supernatural
36  Foolish
37  Sign of the zodiac
38  Capital of Norway
42  Powdered chocolate

43  Reverent
44  National symbol
46  Changed into bone
49  Sacred poem
51  Plant
52  Married woman
53  Poisonous alkaline
57  Prune
59  Not any
60  Gambling game
62  What dogs sit on
66  Walked
67  Former Russian ruler
68  Malaria
69  Stitch
70  Informal speech
71  Meditation
JUNE

DOWN

1  Sum
2  Nonprofessional
3  Southwestern Indian
4  Artist Chagall
5  Administrative unit
6  Lager
7  Jab
8  Writer Bombeck
9  Talk back
10 Capital of Zambia
11 Senile
12 Rings, like bells
15 Ruffle down the front
20 Delivery service
22 Heroic
23 Academy (abbr.)
24 Gambling game
25 Short journey from one point to another
27 Imitate
30 Time period
31 Not allowed
32 By way of
35 Green plant that often covers lawns
37 Record
38 Klutz
39 Move through the water by moving parts of the body
40 Give a sideways look
41 Chances of winning
42 Outdoor area where tents are set up to sleep in
44 Litter of pigs
45 Architect Frank __ Wright
47 Bye (2 wds.)
48 The other half of Jima
49 Lower body clothing
50 Look at steadily
54 Evils
55 Carol
56 Volcano
58 Activity intended for amusement
61 Can metal
63 Gone by
64 Type of dog
65 Body of water
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